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“Does not wisdom
call out?
Does
not understanding
raise her voice?
…Choose
my
instruction
instead of silver,
knowledge rather
than choice gold,
for wisdom is
more
precious
than rubies, and
nothing you de-

sire can compare with her...
Counsel and sound judgment are mine; I
have insight, I have power. By me kings reign and
rulers issue decrees that are just; by me princes
govern, and nobles—all who rule on earth. I love
those who love me, and those who seek me find
me.
With me are riches and honor, enduring
wealth and prosperity. My fruit is better than fine
gold; what I yield surpasses choice silver. I walk in
the way of righteousness, along the paths of justice, bestowing a rich inheritance on those who
love me and making their treasuries full.”
Proverbs 8: 1, 10-11, 14-21 (NIV Translation)

February 2011 - In January 2010, I explained why
late-2010 into early-2012 is a geophysically-vulnerable
time for Japan - when the 17-Year Cycle of multiple, MAJOR earthquakes & volcanoes reaches fruition. Pertinent
analysis - from the January 2010 INSIIDE Track - is repeated in this Report, in an attempt to bring newer readers up to speed on Earth Disturbance Cycles.
First, however, is a reprint of some intriguing patterns that have just developed and appear to be ushering
in this unstable time frame. As just published in the February 2011 INSIIDE Track, Japan has begun to see an
increase in frequency and intensity of earthquakes and most recently - a volcanic eruption.
The months of February & March 2011 are the anniversaries of major global earthquakes in 2009 & 2010
and should be monitored, particularly when combined
with these multi-year cycles in Japanese earthquakes.
It is critical to keep in mind when reading this
information - these cycles are analyzed and discussed
as another example of the application of cycle analysis.
They are NOT addressed to sensationalize possible
events or to minimize the impact of those events... but
rather in an attempt to encourage readers to recognize
and learn from the repetition of these events...

Outlook 2011...
Date With Destiny II
01-31-11 - Sometimes it takes a while for validation to occur. Other times, it comes right away. With
respect to projections for 2011 being a Date with Destiny - a watershed year with surprising changes expected throughout the Middle East and around the globe - initial corroboration appeared quickly...

Earth Disturbance Update
1-29-11 - January saw new earth disturbances, with a couple interesting patterns emerging. The most
notable is one that has been discussed previously and it has to do with activity around Iran. In recent days,
a 6.1 quake struck Tajikistan and was followed by a 5.8 in Iran. The strongest in that region, however, was
a 7.4 that struck Pakistan on Jan. 18th.
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Another pattern has been
developing in Japan. In the last
two months, the Bonin Islands
area has experienced 6.6, 7.4, 6.3
& 6.5 quakes with the last occurring right at the mid-January time
frame. More activity is likely and
has been joined by recent volcanic
activity on Jan. 28th.
...The current time frame
stretching into March) is the 1-year
and 2-year anniversary of major
quakes and volcanic eruptions in
2010 & 2009...With major volcanoes projected for 2012--2014,
2011 is bound to see some substantial ‘precursor activity’. IT

...End of excerpt from February 2011 INSIIDE Track]

[Beginning of excerpt from
January 2010 INSIIDE Track…
1-05-10 - In some ways,
expectations for 2010 - 2011 are
similar to those for 2000 - 2001.
10 years ago, a great deal
of anxiety greeted the onset of
2000 (Y2K).
Stock market
cycles - discussed in late-1999 were projecting an early-2000
peak (see Bubble of the Decade
discussions from 1999) and the
onset of a major bear market.
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14/28 Year** Major/Deadly Earthquake Cycle
Year
1906 -

1920 1934 1935 1948 1962 1976 1990 2004 -

Magnitude/Location
8.2 quake in San Francisco
8.8 quake near Ecuador
7.1 quake - Taiwan
8.2 quake - Chile
8.6 quake - Kansu, China
8.1 quake - India
7.5 quake - Pakistan
7.1/6.5 quakes - Taiwan
7.3 quake - Turkmenistan
7.3 quake - Japan
7.3 quake - Iran
7.5 quake - Guatemala
7.6 quake - China
7.3 quake - Turkey
7.9 quake - Philippines
7.1 quake - New Guinea
6.5 quake - Italy
7.7 quake - Iran
7.8 quake - Philippines
9.0 quake - Indonesia

Deaths
3,000
1,000
1,300
20,000
200,000+1
10,700
40,000
6,000
12,000
5,400
12,200
22,000
255,000+
4,000
8,000
5,000+2
1,000
50,000
1,600
110,000+

1 - Estimates run as high as 655,000 dead
2 - 5,000 - 9,000 missing; presumed dead

**This cycle has often broken down into its 7-Year
division, as well... producing major earthquakes in 1997
(see accompanying table) & 1983 (Colombia w/5,000
deaths & Coalinga, CA). 2011 is the next in that phase.
www.insiidetrack.com

Earth Disturbance Cycles
Nov. ‘09 fulfilled South/Central American
earthquake and volcano cycles (5.6 in
Argentina, 6.5 in Chile, 5.8 in Bolivia, 6.1 in
Argentina - 3 of which struck in a 24-hour period
- a 5.7 in Argentina, 5.9 in El Salvador and a 5.5
in Venezuela, all while the Galeros Volcano in
Columbia began erupting) and looked ahead to
May 2010 & November 2010, when these
geometric cycles again converge.

However, War Cycles - and other
geopolitical cycles - were pointing to 2001 as the
most dangerous. As emphasized many times
and in many ways:
“All my long-term cycles still point to the
year 2001 as being more significant than
2000…events in 2000 could pale by
comparison to what will occur in 2001.”
[Nov. 1999 INSIIDE Track]

In the interim, we are approaching the midJanuary period in which - along with its 180degree partner in mid-July - dozens of
earthquakes have struck Japan and the U.S.
(West Coast).

The same could be said about 2011 as
compared to 2010...the coming years could also
see some undermining of geophysical stability...
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“This cycle has often broken down into its 7
-Year division, as well... producing major
earthquakes in 1997 (see accompanying table)
& 1983 (Colombia w/5,000 deaths & Coalinga,
CA). 2011 is the next in that phase.”
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Japan earthquakes of Jan. 1994 - Jan.
1995 (in addition to all the other Earth
Disturbance Cycles that have been
enumerated in the past).

Mid-2011 is also the next in a 10Year series of major volcanic eruptions
that includes the mid-1991 eruptions of
Pinatubo, Unzen & Hudson as well as
the mid-2001 eruptions of Etna & Mayon.

...major earthquakes in 1993 (CA & Japan),
1994 (powerful & costly Northridge, CA quake),
1995 (devastating Kobe, Japan quake), 1997
(Japan, Indonesia quakes & Indonesia volcano
eruption) and 2001 (Indonesian quakes).

As I explained in 2007 - when describing
the 17-Year Cycle that was projecting a stock
market crash - this Cycle is closely linked to the
magnetic swings in the core of the earth and has
pinpointed a recurring series of earthquake
swarms over the past 200 years. IT

...Here again, 2010 could/should see some
major activity but 2011 is expected to
overshadow whatever occurs in 2010.
Even
these mid-January quakes seem to occur on
more of a 2-year interval (1993, 1995, 1997,
2001, 2005, 2007 & 2009)... reinforcing the
focus on January 2011.

END of excerpt from February 2011
& January 2010 INSIIDE Track
publications, highlighting the cyclicallyprecarious & unstable time that Japan
has entered… and that stretches into
early-2012. The Western U.S. has related
cycles that are discussed separately.

The period from very-late-2010 into veryearly 2012 (Dec. 28th 2010 - Jan. 17, 2012)
represents a 7-year cycle from the massive
earthquake and tsunami of Dec. 2004 and a 17Year Cycle from the destructive California &
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